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Oral history interview with Orestis Sidiropoulos 
 
Summary 
 
Orestis Sidiropoulos, born in 1930 in the village of Metamorphosis, close to the border of Greece and 
the Former Yugoslavia Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), describes his experience as a Christian during 
the German occupation. His family consisted of his father, mother, four brothers (Aristoteles, George, ?? 
and himself) and a sister. In 1931 the family moved to Veria in North-Central Greece, where he stayed 
for the rest of his life. His father had a bakery shop. The family lived on Sofou street. Across from them 
was the house of the Jewish family Benrubi, father Samoulikos (Samuel) mother Liza, four daughters 
(Alegri, Daisy, Flora, Sylia) and two sons (Alberto and Mois). Samoulikos was a butcher. The two families 
were very close together, like a family. Mois and Orestis were about the same age, going to the same 
school and very close friends.  
 
Sofou street was close to the main Jewish quarters (called Chavra). The Benroubi family was the only 
one on that street. Chavra was in the area called Barbouta. There was also another street, Merarchias, 
which had both Christian and Jewish houses. Orestis had a number of Jewish friends. Everybody lived 
peacefully without distinctions. The Jews were examples of honesty, work ethic, and consistency. 
Orestis’ father, being a baker, had a lot of Jewish customers and Samoulikos Benroubi, being a butcher, 
had a lot of Christian customers.  
 
Orestis remembers a number of Jewish families: Azaria, Mordochai, Gideco Alvo (had a horse-drawn 
carts transportation) Taboch (fabrics merchants), Taboch (household merchants), Jacko ?? (nuts 
merchants),??? (grocer). He was  
 
When the Germans came to Veria in April of 1941, life did not change much. Generally, Verians did not 
face severe hunger during the occupation because they were close to agriculture. Initially, the Germans 
did not bother the Jews. Eventually, they asked them to wear the yellow star and did not allow them to 
travel out of town. When they capture them, the Verians thought that they will eventually kill them. But 
the Jews believed that they will just send them to Poland and return after the war. The majority did not 
escape and were caught. The ones who left, to either join the Resistance or hide in the forests, generally 
returned. Orestis’ older brother, Aristoteles, who was a Partisan leader, tried to persuade the Benrubis 
to escape, but the father Samoulikos refused. They perished, except Mois who left town, and Alberto 
who drowned in a different incident.   
 
When the Jews realized they will be sent to Poland, tried to sell, hide or give away their house 
belongings and store merchandise. Samoulikos offered to deed his house to Orestis’ father, with the 
idea that if they come back to return it or if they don’t to keep it, but his father refused. Some other 
Christians accepted similar offers, and some inherited considerable fortunes.  
 
The day the Jews were captured, Orestis was at the family bakery. He saw them going on their own to 
the train station. He does not remember any guards around. He was looking and worried about three of 
his classmates, specially Gideco Alvo. Fortunately, he did not see them; they had escaped. Gideco 
returned back to Veria, after the war, but then left for Israel in 1948.  
 
The Germans did not bother the Verians. The ones who were much worse were the German 
collaborators. 
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